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Introduction
Professor Roger Vickerman
University of Kent
Roger Vickerman opened the seminar. He began by noting that it was
particularly timely. On 2 March 2011 the House of Commons Transport
Committee had published its Third Report on Transport and the
Economy, concluding, in effect, that the government had no clear
strategy. A particular issue was the need to balance, and find
consistency between big projects such as Crossrail, High Speed Two
(HS2), and the Intercity Express Programme (IEP) and local budgets,
and within the latter between capital and current expenditure.
In parallel, there remained the need to link transport to local and regional
planning. Schemes are diverse, and it was hard to have a common
approach. Different appraisal techniques were likely to be needed for
HS2 at one end of the scale and a local junction improvement at the
other.
Having set the scene, Roger handed over to the first speaker.
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Are current appraisal methods adequate?
Alan Wenban-Smith
Urban & Regional Policy
Alan Wenban-Smith argued that current appraisal methods:
• Do not work at strategic level:
• Are unconnected to the real economy, with transport treated
in isolation
• Are static, with equilibrium analysis of dynamic phenomena
• Are misused, attracting attention away from consideration of
policy
• Do not work in detail:
• Are too dependent on time-savings as a proxy for other
benefits
• This causes a discrepancy with other measures of economic
benefits
The aims and ideas around appraisal have evolved:
• Around 1960-1999: aim = congestion relief = user time savings =
economic benefit
• 1994: Common Appraisal Framework
• 1998: NATA framework also includes “New Labour” social
and environmental aims
• 1999 SACTRA: this was intended to be radical but the time saving
approach to cost-benefit analysis was endorsed. Wider Economic
Benefits (WEBs) in imperfect markets were expected to be small
and either positive or negative.
• 2003: “Regeneration Benefits” (reflect policy, not additional)
• 2005: DfT discussion paper: concluded WEBs may be major
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• 2006: Eddington and Stern: suggested a wider perspective economic competitiveness, pricing and climate change – the
2008/9 NATA Refresh reflects these wider aims
• 2010: Coalition Government – aims and priorities unclear,
proposals are not set out in the context of a plan and
traditional BCR seems to be back in the frame (is this a step
backwards?)
All economic impacts are either estimated directly or indirectly from time
savings or from (generalised time based) models, as illustrated in Figure
1 below.
Figure 1: Economic impacts of transport

Economic impacts of transport: welfare and GDP
GDP

Welfare
Commuting &
leisure timesavings
Environmental
impacts
Safety & social
impacts

Business timesavings and
reliability
Competition
effects
Agglomeration
Economic
welfare from
improved labour
supply

• move to more productive jobs
• greater economic participation

Labour market
effects that do
not add to
welfare

Estimated directly
from time-savings
Estimated indirectly
from time-savings
Estimated from
same models

Under the New Approach to Transport Appraisal (NATA), as used in
Delivering a Sustainable Transport Strategy (DaSTS), which was
published by the last Government, the focus was on quantified and
monetised benefits, giving them total dominance of benefit-cost ratios
(BCRs) and thus of priorities, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: NATA and DaSTS
NATA
aim

NATA
sub-objectives

Environment Noise,
Local air quality,

DaSTS
goals
Improve Quality
of Life,

Sources
Environmental
assessments:

Greenhouse gases, Better health and • Quantified,
safety,
• Not monetised
Landscape,
Tackle climate
Heritage,
change
Biodiversity,
Water,
Health,
Travel ambience
Safety

Accidents,
Security

Economy

Public accounts,

Better health and Transport
safety
models:

Regeneration,

Support
economic growth

Transport user
benefits,

Promote equality
of opportunity

• Quantified,
• Monetised

Reliability
Accessibility Option values,

Integration

Severance,

Improve Quality
of Life

Transport
models:

Access to transport
system

Promote equality
of opportunity

• Quantified,

Transport
interchange,

Improve Quality
of Life

• Not quantified

Land-use policy,

Support
economic growth

Other Govt policy

• Not monetised
• Not monetised

The present appraisal framework has several weaknesses:
• BCR ranking is simplistic – “Theory of Change” linking intervention
and impact excludes strategic policy aims, influences and impacts
-4-

• It is not robust, and too dependent on value of time-savings
• The intrinsic value of time savings is contestable
• WebTAG is over-complex for schemes, over-simplified for policy
Clark (1957) recognised that transport is the maker or breaker of cities.
This was reiterated by Hall (1994)1 who pointed out that “the growth of
cities has been shaped by the development of their transport facilities.
But these in turn were dependent on the evolution of transport
technologies”.
Under the current Theory of Change, endorsed by the 1999 SACTRA
report and supported by Eddington, time-savings are a proxy for wider
benefits. While the time-savings themselves may get lost as people
make new locational choices, the theory is that in a perfect market they
are converted to other economic benefits. In addition to the intrinsic
benefits of time-saving, there are extrinsic effects as investment is made,
employment and residential locations change, and productivity increases
through imperfect market effects like agglomeration. There are several
problems with this approach, including:
• It is assumed that the value of time-savings is equal to wage costs,
as though they are real (“clock”) time, when in reality they are the
difference between two projections – much more abstract.
• Thus, even in a perfect market, the intrinsic value of the timesavings is an assumption, and the proportion that is converted to
other more tangible forms of economic impact is not known.
• Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs) are assumed to be additional,
but they are not always positive.
• Other key issues are the low discount rate and the long appraisal
period, which inflate the effect of assumptions about events far
beyond reliable projections.
On the Bexhill-Hastings Link Road, economic benefits estimated from
time savings exceeded direct estimates of regeneration by around 10:1.
Moreover, most time savings are small: excluding those under 4 minutes
would reduce the BCR below 1. Also neither the Do-Something nor the

1

Peter Hall (1994) “Squaring the circle: can we resolve the Clarkian paradox?”, Environment &
Planning, volume 21, issue 7, pages 79-94
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Do-Nothing are compatible with the Climate Change Act, because both
increase CO2 output, while the statutory target is an 80% reduction.
For the Mersey Gateway Bridge, 98% of estimated economic benefits
from time-savings arise after the period modelled. Moreover, it will be
2030 before economic benefits to the locality overtake the tolls paid out,
and longer still before there is a financial surplus.
That is at the scheme level. But after over thirty years we should also be
able to judge whether present appraisal methods deliver on strategic
aims such as:
• Economic impacts:
• Urban productivity and agglomeration
• Regional disparities
• Environmental impacts:
• Climate change
• Social impacts:
• Social polarisation?
The evidence (Figure 2) is that UK cities perform worse economically
than their continental equivalents. Is this because of the UK’s poor urban
transport systems?
Figure 2: European national and city GDP per head
(Source: M Parkinson (2006), ‘State of UK Cities’, ODPM)
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Also, regional disparities are widening and car dependency and CO2
output are increasing, again because of the poor linkages between land
use and transport planning.
A possible reason for this poor level of strategic performance lies in the
failure of modelling methods based on equilibrium to represent the
dynamic interactions between transport and urban change, as described
by Clark and Hall.
Figure 3: Dynamic effects of non-integrated transport policy

Dynamic effects of nonintegrated transport policy
Congestion
charging & improved
inter-urban roads

Focus on
time
savings

Business locational choice:
• urban fringe locations favoured
• urban centres less attractive

Environmental effects
• lower urban Quality of Life
• dispersed labour market

… weakened, more
carbon intensive
urban economies
Transport effects of choices
• increased car-dependency
• less viable public transport
• increased congestion

Economic effects of choices
• weakened supply chains
• loss of ‘critical mass’
• weaker agglomeration

Land-use and transport planners are both at fault. For example, both
tend to represent locational decisions in terms of new construction. But
90% of household moves are simply churn. In a typical year, out of a
hundred houses, ten will change hands and only one will be new. Churn
is therefore the key point of influence.
The Birmingham Transport Study took an integrated approach:
• Transport to serve city development, rather than to solve transport
problems
• More rail and less roads: 50:50 rather than 25:75, within the same
cost envelope
-7-

• Main roads to link localities to city centre and to national networks,
rather than speeding end-to-end traffic
• Strategic traffic calming, to maintain capacity rather than increase
speed
• Balance public transport fares and the costs of road use
However there were missing links:
• Rail improvements:
• Frustrated by narrowness of appraisal.
• 1994 Common Appraisal Framework was not adopted by
DfT. Separate approaches to road and rail appraisal ignored
their contributions to an integrated urban transport strategy.
• Road pricing:
• TIF experiment appraised too narrowly.
• Undermined by lack of national political support or policy
context.
• Parking restraint:
• Undermined by competition for development.
The time-savings proxy embodies a deficient “Theory of Change”.
Decades of use of this proxy have prevented integrated policy and
action and damaged economic potential, social fabric and environment
at all scales.
It is time for a different “Theory of Change” (ToC 2) that reflects the
dynamic relationship of transport with patterns of economic and social
activity, and uses relevant appraisal principles focused on the real
problems, as shown in Figure 4 overleaf.
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Figure 4: A possible “Theory of Change 2” (ToC 2)

Strategic transport benefits arise
from spatial symbiosis (ToC 2)
Transport
investment
Chain of
impacts on
reasoning locational
(ToC2)
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well as costs

Inputs
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transport model

Locational
choices
have + or –
socioeconomic
effects

• complementary
actions
• LUTI models for
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transport
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Governance
• Transport
cannot be
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isolation
• Subsidiarity
applies

Strategic CBA
• Whole strategy costs & benefits
• Qualitative, informed by LUTI
Tactical CBA
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Is it time for a new transport decision-making process? The present
system facilitates centralised, but not strategic, decision-making:
• Scheme-based: but strategy is more than a list of schemes
• Bias of equilibrium models to the accommodation of past trends
• Misleading on strategic impacts
• Prevents integrated planning at city/regional level
Any alternative must reflects major strategic role of transport and be
compatible with devolved decision-making.
DISCUSSION
John Bates (John Bates Services) asked for clarification of “SACTRA
kicked change into the long grass”. This is reflected in the notes.
David Spurling (Learning Through Cooperation) pointed out that the
value of time depends a lot on how the time would be spent. Alan
Wenban-Smith agreed but asked why business time savings should be
valued at wage cost. What evidence is there to support this?
-9-

Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) said there is blurring
between work and leisure time in modern society, which makes it difficult
to justify having different values of the two types of time savings. Alan
Wenban-Smith agreed, and added that the value of business timesavings (generally far larger) was treated as axiomatic (as discussed)
while the value of leisure time savings is based on stated preference
evidence. However the conceptual basis for both valuations is weak.
Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave) raised two points. First, the
disutility of travel time is treated as a linear function, but the fact that
passengers are unwilling to change mid-journey suggests that the
marginal disutility declines with increasing time on the same mode.
Second, to shed light on the hypothesis that business travellers can now
work on trains, and that travel time savings are therefore of low value, it
would be interesting to send some workers on a rail round trip from
London to Newcastle each day and see if their employers detected any
loss in productivity. Alan Wenban-Smith said both points could also be
tested by observing how it affects locational decisions.

Report by Jeremy Drew
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Quantifying economic and employment impacts
Dominic Walley
KPMG
Dominic Walley opened by explaining that he would cover in his
presentation the practicalities of funding and financing and their
relationship to the infrastructure challenge in opening up options for
capturing benefits through a better understanding of the incidence of
benefits.
Despite continuing growth in demand, capital spending was under
pressure. The budget, which was protected through the Government’s
Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR), was one of a declining base
case.
Figure 1: Transport funding in 2010 Comprehensive Spending Review
Major scheme capital budgets under pressure

Source: PTEG
© 2011 KPMG ELLP, a European Limited Liability Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with
KPMG International Cooperative (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

1

Local authority grants have fallen by around £6 billion over the past 4
years, and the Government now requires a local contribution of 30-40%
towards the capital costs of a local major transport scheme if it is to be
- 11 -

considered for a capital grant. Greater Manchester’s recent contribution
to rail investment in the city provided a good example of the new regime.
Figure 2: DfT investment in local major transport schemes
No local money
Rapid fall in local resource funding

“We asked
specifically what they
thought they could achieve
through a combination of:
•Reducing the overall cost
and scope of the scheme;
•Seeking additional third
party funding contributions;
•increasing the level of local
authority funding.”

Source: CSR

Source: DfT Investment in Local Major Transport Schemes: Update,
February 2011

© 2011 KPMG ELLP, a European Limited Liability Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with
KPMG International Cooperative (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

2

There are two elements to the policy against which transport
infrastructure projects are now assessed. The localism agenda pushes
decisions down to the local level, to encourage more joined-up decision
making, giving local authorities incentives that are absent from a process
in which central government makes these decisions. This is
complemented by the focus on growth and jobs through the Regional
Growth Fund, which is delivered through Local Enterprise Partnerships.
A policy under which objectives are set locally is at odds with the
centrally-set universal standard objectives on which NATA is based.
The greater emphasis on economic growth, and on growth at the local
or regional level, requires economists and modellers to bring together
the key elements of transport modelling with models of the local
economy. This can be achieved by relating the changes in transport
costs, on which the current DfT approach is seen to focus, to the impacts
of the changes in volumes which follow from the change in costs. The
volume effects, in terms of changes in the number of trips for a wide
- 12 -

range of activities, feed through into changes in land prices, rents and
the volume and mix of economic activity.
Figure 3: The need for integrated transport and economic modelling
Back to the economics…
Fares often not set
by the market

Non-user and
wider benefits

“… good transport
links, both
internationally and
domestically, can
be important in
attracting,
retaining and
expanding such
business activity in
the UK.”

Economic benefits emerge elsewhere

Labour



Wage impacts

Land



Land prices

Property



Prices and rents

Businesses



Company profits

Source: Eddington Transport Study

…so transport and ‘economic’ modelling need to come together
© 2011 KPMG ELLP, a European Limited Liability Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with
KPMG International Cooperative (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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The profits generated by these changes provide a potential source of
funding the infrastructure and there are several ways in which these
potential profits might be tapped to provide the funding and to realise the
benefits. These include the well established Section 106 obligation,
contributions through the Community Infrastructure Levy, Tax Increment
Financing, the Supplementary Business Rate and Council Tax/ITA
levies, all as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Capturing economic benefits for financial gain
Capturing economic benefits for financial gain
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Residents’ welfare
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© 2011 KPMG ELLP, a European Limited Liability Partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with
KPMG International Cooperative (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.

5

Value for money needed to be redefined in terms of the extent to which
the economic benefits of the scheme could be captured and attributed to
its funding.
Figure 5: Rethinking the criterion of value for money
Rethinking value for money
“The scheme will pay for itself”

1. This scheme will generate net revenues which are greater than its costs

2. This scheme will generate welfare benefits which greater than its costs

3. This scheme will generate economic benefits that could be captured to pay for it
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A new approach was not without risks. It might lead to inefficient
competition between cities or regions for mobile economic activity, with
no account taken in the decisions made about the interaction between
competing locations: a local arms race. An alternative, optimistic
outcome was one in which integrated transport and local economic
policies were successfully implemented, while the burden of funding was
better matched with those who benefit.
DISCUSSION
Prof Roger Vickerman (University of Kent) asked about ways of
managing spillover effects, for example in the case of transport schemes
seeking funding from the urban area while many of the beneficiaries are
commuters who live beyond its boundaries.
Dominic replied that there will always difficulties in defining boundaries in
these cases.
Peter Gordon (TEG) asked how the area covered by a local transport
scheme might be defined.
Dominic replied that depends on the coverage of the scheme: there is no
single appropriate definition.
Alan Wenban-Smith (Urban and Regional Policy) wondered how best
the differences between urban areas in their transport and economic
knowledge capabilities might be managed. Manchester has the ability to
analyse transport issues in depth because it has a knowledgeable PTE.
Dominic said that Greater Manchester has an excellent record of
cooperation across the urban area, and is well resourced for carrying out
transport planning. There is still a need to focus their analysis less on
time savings and more on the consequences on economic development
of these savings in travel costs.
David Spurling (Learning Through Cooperation) asked whether Section
106 provided an adequate means of capturing developer profits.
Dominic said that benefits don’t always come through property prices in
a way that can be captured through this provision. It is difficult to
establish cause and effect because of the absence of a good data set.
Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave) shared a concern at the definition
of “value for money”. Large rail projects such as the replacement of slam
door stock, Thameslink, and the Control Period 4 HLOS programme,
- 15 -

had all been committed by governments in the knowledge that they
would not be self-financing. It seemed strange that the government had
then drawn a ring around the railways’ aggregate cash flows, and asked
the McNulty Review to investigate, in the name of “Value for Money”,
why cash costs were rising faster than cash revenues.
Dominic said that Greater Manchester’s list of projects omitted rail
schemes since they assumed that any local investment in rail would
displace funds allocated from the national budget.
Julie Mills (Greengauge 21 and Mills Consultants) noted that that the
Secretary of State for Transport had expressed his disappointment at
the small number of transport schemes bidding for Growth Fund
resources. She asked why the bids might be so few?
Dominic said that those responsible for appraising transport schemes
have set themselves a very exacting burden of proof to demonstrate
causation, including proof of the relationship between investment and
economic growth. Other bidders for funding are less rigorous.
Julie Mills also suggested that other sectors might be “winging it” and
getting away with less evidence to support their case.
Dominic said that bids for regeneration funding provide an example of
where the evidence base is less robust, but schemes aimed at
regeneration continue to win funding.
David Metz (Centre for Transport Studies UCL) suggested that, if
transport demand has been decoupled from economic growth, there was
no good reason for local authorities with an economic growth objective
to bid for funding for transport projects.
Dominic replied that a problem with the present appraisal method is that
it doesn’t help identify the extent to which individual projects contribute
to growth at the local or regional level, irrespective of any national
considerations.

Report by Tom Worsley
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Transport in urban environments
Bridget Rosewell
Greater London Assembly and Volterra Consulting
Bridget Rosewell began by discussing a number of issues that affect
urban environments.
Urban environments are dense and there is competition for the use of
limited space, which is a complex matter. There can be changes in its
use over time. Urban environments use transport systems at a number
of levels, both for short journeys within the city and longer journeys
between urban areas. However, we rarely consider the whole, but
instead concentrate on the parts.
There is no place where either competitive pressures for the use of
space or the integration of long and short range systems can be
debated. The appraisal process can be too technocratic, as will be
discussed below. Conversely, some schemes may be adopted for purely
political reasons, an example being the Humber Bridge.
She then discussed what we consider when appraising. These included:
• Improving the efficiency, cost or speed of a given trip or set of
trips, a traditional approach.
• Making possible the development of new locations or sites for
regeneration (Docklands), growth, leisure or shopping (Westfield
shopping centres at White City and Stratford).
• Increasing the density of operation of sites and locations, which
would facilitate increased productivity, and improvements in the
environment of the city, for example creating new pedestrian
spaces.
• Making a profit, although not all schemes will do this.
Bridget went on to discuss how we evaluate schemes.
We assume the numbers of trips involved, but we are only confident
about this because we have been doing forecasts for a long time. We
model the time savings and the value the time saved.
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However, how do we know the numbers of trips? How good is the
model? Are we sure about the valuations?
We also analyse the increased development potential opened up and
value the jobs this creates. However, this might not be the same as time
savings as it assumes perfect competition which is rarely the case and
we are relying upon someone else’s model. Can we make a full
assumption about the effect on employment? Are jobs in one location
more valuable than those elsewhere?
We can analyse the benefits of increased density including
agglomeration effects. Schemes will provide relief for constraints through
additional capacity, but how do we value this?
We can make a standard business case for profit.
These processes are generally carried out for individual projects, rather
than system wide. There are many examples that illustrate this. The
appraisal for the third runway at Heathrow concentrated on aviation and
assumed that surface access could be solved later: issues such as the
ability of the Piccadilly line to cope with the resulting growth were not
considered at all.
With Crossrail, the wider benefits argument became quite arcane, in
deliberating what time savings models did or did not capture. All models
were cross-sectional, and we may have lost sight of what we were
looking for.
The purpose of the Thames Gateway Bridge was to create new
residential areas, but these are not included in WebTAG, which
considers jobs rather than houses.
Areas specialise because of trade, as shown in Figure 1 overleaf.
Bridget noted that a change in economic performance had implications
for economic geography, with more jobs in city centres and fewer at the
city edges. The number of manual jobs had significantly declined in the
last forty years, with the closure or change in use of large factories such
as the Hoover works in Perivale, while the number of service sector jobs
had increased. These were concentrated in central London, although
there was also growth around Heathrow airport. Employment in Croydon
was actually shrinking.
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Figure 1: Employment in London by sector over time
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Figure 2: Employment in London by location

This process has gone on for decades, with no locus for debating its
implications or how to facilitate it with appropriate transport. Rather, the
debate was all about “jobs” but with no link between jobs and travel. The
balance between residential and employment uses should have been
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addressed at a much earlier stage, both in modelling frameworks at a
high level and in political debate. We might then have prioritised
Crossrail sooner!
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Figure 3: Employment, population density and accessibility index
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We lose sight of who pays. It is passengers who buy tickets and drivers
who buy cars. Taxpayers subsidise investments and ticket prices.
Investments may have positive returns in future years, which can pay
back future taxpayers and shareholders: this is the basis on which
Manchester issued bonds to extend light rail. Welfare benefits in the
form of time savings are “funny money”, a value judgement at heart. We
can decide to subsidise fares so that they are not at a price that only the
rich can afford to travel.
We confuse funding, which can be thought of in relation to who can
generate payback, and financing, in relation to who might lend money in
the first place. There are different balances between different modes:
•

Air transport is largely self-funded (although there are some
issues around national carriers) and is financed in the market.
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• Trains and buses have been self-funded in the past, but this is
often no longer the case, and they are also now generally market
financed.
• Coaches are largely self-funded and financed.
• Roads are sometimes toll-funded and bank financed.
Most early investors in trains lost their money. There was massive overinvestment in the “railway mania” and some lines never made any profit.
The Government is funded by taxpayers and financed by banks.
The M6 toll road cost £900 million financed from banks and generates
£50 million in annual revenues. This is not a great return, as there are
maintenance costs and initial years with no revenue. Given the risks, 6%
is low rate of return, yet it still comes under attack as a money spinner.
French motorways are on operating and maintenance contracts, not
necessarily including all the construction costs, let alone all the planning
costs.
Airports can be self-financing from landing charges, but a lot depends on
the regulatory environment and how these are managed. However a
new airport would need much larger investment: old ones have much old
investment written off but are still producing a return.
Bridget concluded that consideration of appropriate transport investment
requires a clear understanding of what it is for. Much of the UK’s current
system for making these decisions is confused and unfit for the purpose
of large scale investments, which has led to considerable
underinvestment. Other countries may have done this better, but then
again they may have wasted money!
DISCUSSION
Stephen Plowden (independent consultant) said that economic growth
might not be the same as growth in GDP, which was a measure of
activity rather than benefit. Is an increase in a length of journey
necessarily desirable? Crossrail was justified by its ability to increase
employment in financial services in central London, but why do we want
to increase that number? The problem was that we are not using
infrastructure efficiently.
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Bridget replied that the increase in central London was in wider business
services such as lawyers, accountants and computer services, not just
financial services. This was a societal choice. People made a choice in
using infrastructure and certainly new infrastructure in London was
rapidly used once built. She also noted that developers carried risk:
Canary Wharf had gone bust twice.
David Metz (University College London) noted that half of railway
expenditure was subsidy, which was due to drift. There was
considerable appraisal of capital schemes, but far less for revenue
expenditure, where there was a gap in analysis. Bridget Rosewell noted
HS2. The benefit is dispersed among a number of groups. There was
drift in that the appraisal was carried out between city centres. Perhaps
there should have been an appraisal between stations in suburbs, with
Old Oak Common to Central London appraised separately. She also
noted that fares for Crossrail would cover operations and the leasing of
rolling stock, indeed all costs apart from the building of the scheme.
Tom Worsley (Department of Transport) asked about the Humber
Bridge and asked if we over-invested or if we got the development
potential wrong. Bridget replied that the Humber Bridge was an entirely
political decision as was the Jubilee Line extension. One was right and
one wrong.

Report by Peter Gordon
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The role of urban dynamic models
John Swanson
Steer Davies Gleave
INTRODUCTION
John Swanson suggested that one way to make progress with the
questions raised by earlier speakers was with the Urban Dynamic Model
(UDM). This is a simulation of how an urban area, or a region, evolves
over time, focusing on interactions between transport, land use,
employers and population. It uses an explicit theory of cause and effect,
aiming to simulate how people and employers respond to the world
around them. The model uses a specialised software (Vensim, which
was not aimed at transport) and a methodology (system dynamics),
which provide a powerful language for describing and modelling complex
systems with feedback, which several speakers had mentioned.
THE MODELLED RELATIONSHIPS
A key idea is how attractive each location is as a place for different types
of activity, as a place to do business, to live or to build houses. This
begs the question of what makes a location attractive as a place to
locate a business. Research for DfT a few years earlier on the impact of
transport on location decisions elicited answers typically including
suitable premises, access to a suitable workforce, and access to
customers (whether other businesses “B2B” or to consumers “B2C”) and
suppliers. For the attractiveness of a place to live, the model focuses on
the availability of suitable housing and access to suitable employment.
Similarly, attractiveness to house builders depends on the availability of
land, the expectation of a growth in demand, and ideally undersupply of
housing.
The UDM models zones linked by transport which affect attractiveness
for business, households, and development on this basis. Figure 1
illustrates how one set of linkages, between transport investment and
new business start-ups, can be represented.
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Figure 1: UDM linkages between transport investment and start-ups
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Reduced transport costs will improve the ability of employers to recruit
and to reach customers and suppliers. This makes a location more
attractive to employers and will encourage more employment. Similar
diagrams were used to shown linkages between:
• Transport and workforce, whereby reduced transport costs
improve the ability of the workforce to find employment and make
a location more attractive to households
• Transport feedback, whereby rising employment and household
numbers leads to more transport activity and congestion
• Business premises and housing, whereby developers provide
premises for business in response to the availability of land, rents,
and rising demand
Putting these linkages together resulted in a model of the type shown in
Figure 2. The model works with a “stock-flow” structure, with Figure 3
showing how a “stock” of employment premises was determined by
“flows” of construction and demolition, each influenced by attractiveness
to developers determined by the three factors described above.
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Figure 2: UDM linkages between key variables
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All these relations are included within the model.
Figure 3: The stock-flow structure, construction of commercial property
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This structure reproduces the churn in housing mentioned by Alan
Wenban-Smith, as well as total housing.
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Similarly, recruitment can be modelled by taking into account how both
unemployed and employed can become job-seekers, as shown in Figure
4. Movements are affected by job losses and population migration, and
employers recruit from the total pool of job seekers.
Figure 4: Job-seeking by unemployed and employed

This process can be used to drive changes in travel to work patterns as
transport costs change, affecting the pools of mutually accessible
workers and jobs. However, a key factor is the deterrence curve,
illustrated in Figure 5, representing how the willingness of employees to
travel to employment varies with the (composite) costs.
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Figure 5: The deterrence curve

One form of deterrence curve is the conventional gravity model, but the
actual curve can be calibrated from the travel to work census.
TYPICAL SEQUENCES OF RESPONSES
John talked through a typical sequence of responses in the model to, for
example, reducing transport costs to a city centre. This would:
• Make it easier for employers in the centre to recruit, drawing more
workers into central area employment.
• Increase the pool of businesses, suppliers and business and
residential customers accessible from the centre, increasing its
attractiveness as a business location.
• Increase business activity in the city centre.
• Lead to development of more premises and/or refurbishment to
provide additional capacity.
• Attract new migrants into the area.
The overall effect is a rise in employment in the centre, construction of
new property, and some population increase.
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However:
• The attraction of workers into the centre makes recruitment harder
in peripheral areas, with some loss of jobs in these areas with a
corresponding fall in occupation rates and rents.
• Increased commuting causes congestion on the highways and
crowding on public transport, causing a rise in transport costs.
• Construction in the centre reduces the available land, with further
increases potentially capacity-constrained by development rules.
• Recruitment may become more difficult if full employment is
reached
In the end, these new constraints will limit growth in the centre.
ZONING AND NETWORKS
Figure 6 shows the density of zoning and networks used in a UDM of
Merseyside.
Figure 6: Zoning and networks for Merseyside
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Figure 7 shows the equivalent zoning development for a model of Leeds
developed for West Yorkshire PTE (WYPTE) for Transport Innovation
Fund (TIF) purposes.
Figure 7: Zoning for Leeds

MODEL OUTPUTS
John presented an illustrative table of outputs summarising the situation,
and the differences from a base run, at the end of a ten year period.
Indicators could include employment, population, unemployment rate,
mode shares and transport volumes for car, bus, rail, walking and
cycling, and estimated daily CO2 emissions.
As an example of how the model could answer specific questions, he
presented Figure 8 showing how employment in an individual zone
might develop with a do-minimum and with different illustrative strategies
for intervention.
A more detailed graphical animation, from which Figure 9 is a still,
compared how jobs filled by zone would differ over time between an
intervention and the do minimum. In the illustrative example shown,
central Leeds would grow at least partly at the expense of the suburbs.
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Figure 8: Development of employment in one zone
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Figure 9: Animation of development of employment
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USES OF THE UDM
The UDM has now been used to test transport initiatives including:
• Highways capacity and speed improvements
• New highways
• Bus and rail improvements
• Light rail transit (LRT)
• Cycle and pedestrian enhancements
• Smarter choices
• Parking restrictions
• Park and ride
• Congestion charging
Figure 10 provides an example of how the performance of different
interventions in reducing CO2 could be examined. In this case, a number
of interventions enabled greater employment growth but less CO2
relative to objectives than in the do minimum.
Figure 10: CO2 performance with different interventions
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE UDM
John summarised a few points which had been illustrated by use of the
UDM.
First, it was clear that larger scale impacts depend very much on
assumptions about land use for housing and employment, which were
often unbalanced. Models were expected to use National Trip End
Model (NTEM) projections, but they are often out of balance, with twice
as much growth in the workforce as in jobs.
Second, rising congestion can limit growth, because it constrains the
ability to recruit, but rising population can offset that, while leading to
crowded, congested conditions.
Third, encouraging use of public transport can increase employment
without reducing congestion, because it increases the total carrying
capacity of the system, allowing traffic generation.
Fourth, congestion charging can be risky as, without supporting public
transport interventions, it acts mainly as a tax on travel to work, and can
disperse employment away from the centre.
SUMMARY
John ended with the rhetorical question “Why does this matter?” and
noted that models force you to think harder. As for the UDM:
• It is based on a simple but coherent theory of how at least some
urban processes operate.
• It uses modelling tools designed for the task, handling dynamic
systems and producing internal diagnostics and error checks.
• It is fast: around 20 minutes run time for 20 years. This is faster
than equilibrium models and dramatically changes how it can be
used, with more diagnostic testing and formulation of solutions.
• It provides the outputs in which planners, politicians and the public
are interested, not only including times savings and Wider
Economic Benefits (WEBs) but also how they are likely to develop.
• It is relevant to the current debate, in particular with jobs and CO2,
demonstrating what is likely to happen and why.
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
Mary Acland-Hood raised two points.
First, the model predicted an increase in jobs in the city centre and a
reduction around the edge, but what was the net effect?
John responded that there was generally a modelled net increase within
the model area. He agreed that there was no point in taking jobs from
other areas, and that DfT would be interested in the national picture.
With “localism”, it was a moot point which question – local or national –
the model should attempt to answer. However, in order to capture the
extent of recruitment catchments and B2B interactions, the modelled
area was usually substantially larger that the “target” area, so it was
reasonable to suggest that the majority of the job relocation effect would
be captured.
Second, when looking at highway interventions, has the model been
used to examine reductions in capacity, making longer car journeys
switch to walk and cycle?
John said that tests had been carried out with reduced capacity and,
while the modelling of walk and cycle is crude, it is important, because it
can be a substantial commuter mode. He agreed that the model can be
used to prioritise different modes of travel.
A question was asked about the calibration of the model. John explained
that it had been calibrating using time series data from 1991 to 2001 and
had reproduced well enough what had happened in those years. In any
application, a series of tests was undertaken to demonstrate that the
model could reproduce conditions in recent years, and that its response
to test inputs, such as changes in costs, was consistent with
independently observed evidence, such as response elasticities.

Report by Dick Dunmore
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Open Forum
Roger Vickerman opened the forum for questions, comments and
debate. Four questions were taken from the floor to start:
• Gerard Whelan (MVA Consultancy) highlighted that there were
merits in appraising transport schemes both via travel time savings
and in terms of the economic outputs. Currently the focus is on
economic outputs because of the challenging economic conditions,
but might we reconsider links between transport and health,
sustainability and environment once we return to better economic
times?
• Dick Allard asked John Swanson how robust the urban dynamic
models were to changes in structure or calibration.
• David Spurling (Learning Through Cooperation) explained that
his particular interest was safety. How can transport planners help
evaluate improvements in road safety, given the significant
numbers of road deaths?
• Ying Jin (Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge)
asked what current policy means for finance. What levels of
funding should be provided for transport investment, and do we
have the means to finance these schemes?
John Swanson responded to Dick Allard that the critical aspect to get
right in the urban dynamic model was the deterrence curve: otherwise
the travel to work matrix is wrong, which distorts the mode shares.
Because of the feedback loops, factors work in opposite directions and
so the model is not as sensitive as others to individual assumptions.
Dominic Walley replied to Ying Jin that the right question might perhaps
be “who is paying?”. The Department for Transport provides £22 billion
of taxpayers’ funds through revenue support and capital projects. Local
authorities have funds provided in part through Council Tax, and there
are also Section 106 funds from developers. In general, where benefits
to funders exceed costs, a deal can be done. It all depends on the
objectives of those who hold the budgets.
Bridget Rosewell added that very little finance is spent on transport in
relation to the overall tax take. The local authority resource review may
change the composition of funding, especially if authorities can borrow
against future revenues, as bigger pots of funding will be available. Tax
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increment financing could be a way of delivering projects such as
extension of the Northern Line to Nine Elms, a project costing £1 billion.
The total business rate taxes would pay back sufficient funds over 30
years and open up the area for development. Under current appraisal
techniques, this project would not stack up, as there is no development
or congestion in the area now.
On safety, Bridget noted that Network Rail has many level crossings on
its network, but the associated risks are no longer being accepted even
though they are difficult and expensive to deal with. There are confused
attitudes towards safety on the railways as well as on the roads.
Bridget agreed that it was important to ask about the robustness of
models. A variety of different approaches, models and testing is needed
for different situations: ideally they will give broadly the same answers.
Alan Wenban-Smith added that we need to ask “what is wealth?” and
questioned whether we should continue to strive for more, given that
increasing wealth has led to distorted distributions. There are important
interactions between health and transport. For example, traffic calming in
Birmingham, has significantly reduced child casualties, and then resulted
in reduced health funding.
Another set of questions was raised:
• Peter Gordon (Editor, Transport Economist) asked whether we
should move to a more holistic approach as used in Switzerland to
look at the system rather than individual projects.
• Simon Lister (independent consultant) suggested that transport
systems in other countries seem to work well, yet statistics show
that spend on transport is similar to the UK. Are the models and
tools used abroad different?
• Paul Roberts (West Yorkshire PTE) said that he had worked with
John Swanson on dynamic models and found they gave useful
outputs for testing different strategies. He is now looking to
applying them with land use models, to identify where
development can be focused in the short term of minimise
transport costs.
• David Simmonds (David Simmonds Consultancy) asked Alan
Wenban-Smith how, if he recommends forecasting land use
transport interactions, the benefits could be measured and
described.
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Alan Wenban-Smith responded that there are various ways in which
the land use interactions can be measured. WebTAG provides some
guidance under wider economic benefits. His view is that this should be
enhanced at the expense of other (less necessary) aspects of the
appraisal regime. He added that in other countries governance is a
critical issue. For example, in Germany, national, regional and local
governments have to negotiate over packages of funding and benefits.
In contrast, UK local authorities answer upwards to the DfT. Roger
Vickerman pointed out that this is an advantage of Germany’s federal
system.
Bridget Rosewell said that localism is important. More integrated
system-wide assessment, working with planners, would be better, as
would stronger democratic institutions and better governance. The
Localism Bill has a “power of competence” under which local authorities
would be able to enter into arrangements that are now “ultra vires”,
which has the potential to make a big difference.
In other countries, transport is cheaper to provide (consider the case of
HS2) and the largest difference is in the planning process and the stopstart nature of decision-making and legal processes in the UK. The best
can be the enemy of the good.
Dominic Walley commented, on system-wide appraisal, that local
government is currently finding its voice in appraising transport city-wide.
It has taken time for local government to establish ways of doing this, in
part because of a lack of certainty over budgets, from having to bid to
central Government. An environment is now being created for integrated
planning – including housing, regeneration and transport – if devolved
budgets for infrastructure are provided in the future.
John Swanson cautioned on looking too favourably at experience
abroad: Poland also seized up in the snow this winter. On system-wide
appraisal, urban dynamic modelling helps people to see a richer picture
of how things are likely to be in the future, and shows that integrated
transport is a good idea. WebTAG has some good material, but may
demand the unachievable. Rather than focus on time saving differences
between two hypothetical scenarios, it may be more interesting to look at
future scenarios and ask “Is that where we want to be?”.
Roger Vickerman noted that in Belgium there is an interaction between
the tax system and transport. Employers have to pay employees a
proportion of their commuting costs. Tax breaks for company car usage
provide a subsidy for leisure travel as well as business travel.
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Bridget Rosewell returned to David Simmonds’ question and said that
before we do a cost-benefit analysis, we should ask what the relevant
costs and benefits are. WebTAG treats all projects in the same way: we
need to consider what tools are appropriate to use.
The final questions were:
• Jon Clyne (Halcrow) pointed out that WebTAG has developed
over time in a structured and consistent way and is good
compared with appraisal tools in Europe.
• John Bates (John Bates Services) asked for a definition of
“localism” other than “not national”. He agreed it seems sensible
for local travel movements to have a local focus and others to be
dealt with at the national level, but what about the intermediate
level?
• David Metz (Centre for Transport Studies, UCL) raised the issue
of governance of appraisal methodology. Currently, transport
economics is dominated by the DfT’s WebTAG, which is unusual
for a profession. Most professions – doctors, lawyers – are selfgoverning and set their own standards. He suggested that current
governance is insufficient, and the profession should not be
dependent on DfT.
Dominic Walley agreed with the concept of localism, which is changing
the way decisions are made and where the money comes from. He
pointed out that Government has set out some of its features. It is based
on a functional economic area, often a travel-to-work area, which
provides a reasonable framework in cities.
John Swanson repeated his comment that there is a lot of good
material in WebTAG, which provides a very useful reference, but that it
imposes onerous requirements and is not always achievable.
Bridget Rosewell added that the need for WebTAG compliance can
squeeze out innovation and make it difficult to create an integrated
position. Localism is work in progress and is a huge potential for good.
She is optimistic that it will can create better local governance.
Roger Vickerman announced that he would not attempt to summarise
the discussion, but that there was a need for professionals to get
together.
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He agreed with Bridget Rosewell’s comments that Great Britain tries too
hard at appraisal, but is respected elsewhere, and that SACTRA was
well thought of in other countries.
With that, he thanked the Transport Economists’ Group for organising
the seminar and closed the proceedings.

Report by Julie Mills and Melanie Buchan
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